Here’s what employees say about their JA volunteer experience:

97% of JA volunteers gained more respect for their employer because of its involvement with Junior Achievement.

Professional Development
Employees identified skill development after volunteering with JA:

- Public speaking: 84%
- Time management: 54%
- Leadership: 46%
- Knowledge of economic: 28%
- Team management: 26%

JA provides a rewarding volunteer experience for your employees

- 99% Agreed the teacher was supportive during the activities.
- 98% Felt that JA programs helped prepare students for the “real world.”
- 98% Felt they made a difference in the lives of young people.
- 97% Would recommend volunteering for JA to a friend or colleague.
- 95% Agreed the students were engaged in the program.
- 94% Said they would volunteer with JA again.

“Purpose-driven companies, fueled by passionate employees, can outpace the competition while making a positive impact on their communities. Junior Achievement provides the connection for EY’s people to share their expertise and compassion while achieving our vision of building a better working world. This experience reinforces our firm’s culture and values, while developing future leaders who know the importance of empowering others to succeed.”

Carolyn Slaski - Americas Vice Chair, Talent, EY

Data Source: JAUM Volunteer Survey, 2016-2017; response rate: 1,227 of 9,923 volunteers (12%)